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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Focus of my 15 minute presentation on City of Courtenay’s experience with developing our ESA maps to inform EDP area and guidelines as development regulatory tools, I’ll talk a bit about the policy context in which that tool is embedded, and conclude with personal perspectives on where I see this type of work going. Courtenay is located entirely within the unceded territory of the K’omoks First Nation, who is in the final stages of their treaty negotiations and of which we are all excited to understand the outcome of that important and long invested process. A little about me – My first degree is a bachelor of science in Natural Resource Conservation from UBC Forestry, and masters in planning. My first planning role right out of planning school was EP here at City of Courtenay. I’ve now been here over 13 years and more recently my duties have shifted to management and more generalist community planning. But my roots are deep green and everything I do is informed from an ecological perspective. 

mailto:ngothard@Courtenay.ca
http://www.courtenay.ca/OCP


Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Starting with mapping…ESA information in the City is presented in two map categories: aquatic and terrestrial given the visual busyness of having both types of info layered on one map. Aquatic features for us fall into streams, rivers, wetlands and estuary – and their target buffers of 30m). As well as ditches which may follow the RAPR to determine setbacks. (I’ll speak more on the RAPR and the City’s 30m target policy later). The K Estuary floodplain and the watersheds are shown as well. The Terrestrial features for us fall into categories of known eagle and heron nests, any terrestrial SEI categories, any known endangered species habitat (such as screech owl shown in lower purple here), but the majority of the green area is what is defined as Significant Forest Ecosystems. This is relatively new ESA information that we incorporated into our 2022 update to our EDPA. This is based on 2016 Lidar Data that was used to evaluate canopy cover for our UFS, and then inform an “Ecosystem Connectivity Opportunity Area”. I’ll speak to this more later as this is one of the more novel features I understand in our EDPA.



Map data inputs
• SEI (Late 90s/early 00s, and update in 

2014)
• SARA Morrison Creek Lamprey Action 

and Recovery Plans
• CDC data occurrences 
• Raptor/Heron nest data (Ministry, WiTS)
• Urban Forest Strategy LiDAR canopy and 

species analysis

Destroyed features were removed from mapping

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
SEI - updated 2014 regional Disturbance assessment. The Comox Valley Conservation Strategy-Community Partnership (CVCS-CP) initiated the project in partnership with the Comox Valley Regional District (CVRD), the Ministry of Environment and Vancouver Island University. Major funding was provided by the Real Estate Foundation of British Columbia with in-kind support from the Comox Valley Regional District (CVRD) staff.SEI – classic categories (Coastal bluff, terrestrial herbaceous, Forest > 100 years old, Riparian, sparsely vegetated, Woodland, Seasonally flooded field, Forest 60-100 years old) which in our jurisdiction are primarily Forest 60-100 years old, Forest >100 years old, Riparian and seasonally flooded field.Some CDC occurrences include western screech owl, western painted turtle.WiTS – Wildlife Tree Stewardship AtlasAnd… data that the City commissioned – the UFS…I’ll speak in more detail on these data and how they were generated, but first must acknowledge Diamond Head consulting’s fantastic work in leading the policy, planning, mapping, analysis and expertise that informs that full plan. I’d highly recommend working with them. 



Changing forest canopy

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
UFS LIDAR work was very helpful at telling a powerful story about forest loss within our boundaries, including. I found that the public really gravitated to this info as they could see that there has been accelerating loss in recent years. In general, LIDAR land use change (e.g. Canopy Cover) is a critical high level metric to track to evaluate urban forest goals in general, and by extension a number of ESAs. Gradient of colour shows when changes have occurred in different timelines. Important to note that canopy change can also mean forest growth, as shown in the green. 



Significant stands

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The UFS also included some ground trothing by arborist and biologists. This map shows areas of significant stands, unique features of special consideration, contributing to both ecological and character values. 



Where are remaining habitat corridors?
Connectivity Model Parameters Certhia Americana – Brown Creeper 
Median Dispersal Distance 88 m 
Max Dispersal Distance 2110 m 
Min Patch Size 2.3 ha 

Land cover types 
mature coniferous, deciduous or mixed 
forests 

 trees >35cm dbh 

 open to closed canopy 
Dispersal Road Limited? no 
Dispersal Water Limited?  no 

 

Connectivity Model Parameters 
Tamiasciurus hudsonicus- 
Red Squirrel  

Median Dispersal Distance  100 m 
Max Dispersal Distance 1 km 
Min Patch Size 0.02 ha 
Land cover types mature coniferous forest 

  
  
Dispersal Road Limited? no 
Dispersal Water Limited?  no 

 

Connectivity Model Parameters Rana aurora – Red legged frog 
Median Dispersal Distance 100 m 
Max Dispersal Distance 2.5 km 
Min Patch Size <0.1 ha 
Land cover types mature moist forest 

 marshes ponds ditches springs streambanks 

 

*Note: this species seasonally migrates from breeding areas 
(wetlands) to upland (moist) forest areas as per dispersal 
distances above. 

Dispersal Road Limited? yes 
Dispersal Water Limited?  no 

 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So after looking at the changing forest canopy and the location of significant stands, staff were eager to understand the potential for connectivity corridors as folks like us know that the urban forest can be thought of as a network of habitat patches through which species move and that understanding how connected this network is, and which patches play an important role in maintaining network connectivity can better inform conservation planning.Diamondhead’s team had done similar work using a program called Conefor and advised that we find forest-dependent species of different forest habitat types to maximize the greatest potential of selected connectivity areas for all species. We used the advise of a local non profit biologist to inform which species to use (many thanks to the CVLT for having RP Bios who could engage on this!), who informed these connectivity model parameters. These three species represent:aquatic, riparian and moist mature forest for the red-legged frog; mature coniferous forest for the red squirrel; larger patches of mature forest, either deciduous, coniferous or mixed for the brown creeper.



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This analysis identified both the key patches that are important for overall connectivity, as well as hubs that are important stepping stones. The major connectivity pathways identify routes for maintaining connectivity throughout and between patches, and to greenspace in the broader Comox Valley region. Pinch points have been identified where barriers to connectivity exist today. These tend to be major roads, built-up areas and recent land clearing.The maps show the key patches and hubs identified for each species. 









Local Governments can not do this work alone



Additional EDPA Guidelines

• EIA for any property that shows an ESA or any property > 1 acre
• Includes if property was previously disturbed
• Can require an EDP for restoration purposes only

• RP Bios to evaluate for connectivity in their EIAs*
• 30m buffer on RAPR streams**
• Potential nesting and perch trees for raptors along estuary and within 

vicinity of nests

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In addition to standard EDP types of GLs which include avoidance of ESAs in general in site planning, retaining key habitat features, restoring disturbed areas due to development, permanent fencing to protect ESA, and environmental monitoring, I’ll highlight a few of the GLs that we did not encounter as frequently in our EDP research at the time (maybe this has evolved).CASE LAW example













Always more to look at…



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Trees as backbone of ecologically sensitive areas Significance of 30m riparian



Identifies opportunities for restoration… as redevelopment occurs. 50-100 year timeline.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Recognize the work of students. Have to make due with resources at hand. Resourceful. 



Character

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This is just a sample of some of the heavy emphasis on the use of photos to convey the wide variety of character zones we have within our community. Trees are significant shapers of how a community is experienced, how it feels. Many trees can be larger than buildings and generally last longer, therefore their intention use in urban design is a real opportunity. Understanding how individual neighbourhoods value this character, what character is important to them will be a consultation opportunity within the OCP and resulting LAP processes.  
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